In discussing exascale (exa = 10 18 ) computer algebra problems we interconnect three themes. First, DNA is an attractive medium for computation because of its density and parallelism. Second, computer algebra is similar to DNA laboratory reactions. Both rearrange identical subunits. Third, determinant and/or permanent expansions exemplify many levels of complexity.
Introduction
In discussing exascale (exa = 10 18 ) computer algebra problems we interconnect three themes.
(1) DNA is an attractive medium for computation because of its potential parallelism from having up to 10 18 bytes represented in a single test tube of DNA solution. Also attractive is its high information storage density of 10 23 bytes per kilogram. This number dwarfs the human genome, 10 9 bytes, and even the 1995 USA hard disk production of 2 10 17 bytes.
(2) Symbolic computations, such as are found in computer algebra, are analogous to DNA laboratory reactions, in that both change the arrangement of nite numbers of identical subunits This research was supported in part by the O ce of Naval Research (3) Determinant and/or permanent expansions for di erent patterns of zero entries exemplify many levels of complexity. Some of these expansions are harder than problems in the class #P-Complete, which turn are widely regarded to be harder than problems in the complexity classes previously addressed by DNA techniques in the pioneering articles of Adleman and Lipton. In Section 4, an example algorithm is given combining all three of the above issues. Our algorithm exploits DNA laboratory procedures to evaluate or approximate the permanent of an n n matrix of zeros and ones, a well-known problem in the complexity class #P-Complete. The problem of fully expanding a permanent or determinant with arbitrary elements is touched on the the nal section.
Scale-up di culties are reduced in our approach by alternating intermediate steps of building and ltering. This is less wasteful than existing approaches which generally depend on ltering their answers from about e n times as much DNA.
Our computations of permanents are of low cost because they exploit a once-and-for-all laboratory construction that su ces for even the worst case problem output size. (Which makes these computations somewhat wasteful in their use of DNA.) In a related companion paper LSW + ] algorithms are given for expanding symbolic determinants and permanents given their patterns of zero entries. The algorithms in the companion paper use more expensive one-at-a-time constructions, but they are limited only by the output size of the individual problem. (Which makes these computations e cient in their use of DNA.)
Molecular Computing
By the late 1980s molecular computing was a well established eld. A comprehensive 90 page survey Con90] appeared in 1990. In November 1992, a special issue of Computer Com92] was devoted to molecular computing.
Two years after this special issue, molecular computing was no longer hypothetical. In a major breakthrough, Adleman Adl94] was able to say, \This experiment demonstrates the feasibility of carrying out computations at the molecular level." Out of the fantastic range of biological and non-biological molecular reactions, Adleman choose to exploit DNA and its attendant laboratory technology.
Within a few months, a landmark paper Lip95] by Lipton showed how DNA laboratory techniques could be use to solve the versatile 3SAT problem in NP-Complete. This was particularly intriguing because so many NP-Complete problems can be reduced to 3SAT in a natural way.
Shortly thereafter, the rst Workshop on DNA Based Computers was held Lipar]. The topics included NP-Complete problems, integer factoring, universal and reprogrammable DNA computers including various Turing machines, the necessity of annealing and ligation, and biological paradigms.
However, Adleman and Lipton and other researchers generally use techniques that extract a (small) answer from the set of all conceivable answers. This last set can be impractically large for even moderately challenging problems. It is hard to decide which fact seems more amazing|that DNA can o er 10 18 parallel processors, or that even 10 18 DNA processors is not enough to compete with conventional computers! This apparent dilemma is of course due to the di erent algorithms used. A successful algorithm must be e cient and must also suit the means of computation. DNA computation seems to require algorithms that are quite di erent from those used on conventional computers (one notable exception is found in BB]). Clearly, much is yet to be learned about DNA algorithms. Furthermore, we need not limit ourselves to DNA among the possible biological computing media Con90] SS95] Bra95]. Thinking of computing as the pairing of computing media with algorithms, we are left with the question, \What is a problem for which molecular computing is the preferred answer?"
We present one part of a possible answer to this question. We give an algorithm for evaluating or approximating a 0-1 permanent by using DNA laboratory techniques. More generally, we nd DNA laboratory techniques are well suited to the problem of expanding a determinant or permanent having symbolic entries. We denote this problem ESD0. In this problem, given a pattern of zeros in a matrix, we produce the set of nonzero terms that form the expansion.
To even nd the number of terms in this expansion is equivalent to the evaluation of a 0-1 permanent, a problem denoted P0-1 in the complexity class #P-Complete. While problems in NP-Complete are widely assumed to require an e ort proportional to 2 n , where n is a measure of the size of the input, the problems in #P-Complete are harder, being widely assumed to require an e ort proportional to n 2 n .
An important implication is that a liter of DNA solution will hold all 2 n possible outcomes of a 3SAT problem of size n = 70 (not quite big enough to be really interesting) or it can hold all n! possible outcomes of a ESD0 or P0-1 problem of size n = 20 (approaches being big enough to be interesting). In a companion paper LSW + ] the ESD0 algorithms are less restricted: only enough DNA is needed to represent the answer.
Computer Algebra
The computer algebra sub eld of computer science produces exact symbolic results by nite computations on exact symbolic inputs. To give a basis for this observation, we now review some of the history of computers and computation. Early computations (1940s) were based on exact arithmetic over a nite sub-set of integers or rational numbers. Extreme care was needed to ensure that results remained within a xed range after arithmetic operations. Next, computation was extended (1950s) to approximate ( oating point) numerical arithmetic computations. Also, more advanced, but still approximate, mathematical operations, such as root nding and linear algebra, were possible. Finally, symbolic computation developed (1960s) based on exact computations with non-numeric objects, such as polynomials and other functions. Furthermore, non-arithmetic operations such as ordinary and partial di erentiation of these functions can be computed exactly. A key feature of computer algebra is obtaining exact, non-numeric results using only nite computer resources. The noteworthy feature of computer algebra that we nd echoed in DNA reactions is the transformation of exact, non-numeric inputs into exact, non-numeric outputs.
In this section we only present an analogy between computer algebra and DNA reactions. Here we wish to emphasize that our point of view is that DNA reactions are natural candidates for performing computer algebra computations of high complexity (exceeding the purported 2 n complexity of NP-Complete problems). In other words, DNA processes do not appear, from our point of view, to be suited to numeric computations. Rather, they seem suited to computer algebra.
Bilingual Dictionary of DNA Terms and Computer Concepts
Many common DNA reactions (changing the arrangement of nite numbers of identical subunits) are exact symbolic computations. When we consider DNA from the viewpoint of computation, we recall the well-known list data structure of (static) DNA. Next, we consider the question: \What class of dynamic computational processes or algorithms could correspond to DNA reactions?" Some standard laboratory processes have natural counterparts in computing. These are shown in Table 2 In Table 2 below we interconnect computer algebra and complexity theory by providing classes of EDS0 problems resulting from various zero patterns. Common space/time complexity levels, up to and beyond the level of #P-Complete, are spanned by this one paradigm: symbolic determinants with various zero patterns. This is fact is completely independent of whether or not P = NP. span complexity classes up to and including n!. The rst column re ects both the space and time complexity of the ESD0 problems cited in the second column. The particular matrices used in the second column are detailed in the text.
In the rst column the number of nonzero terms in EDS0 is shown in big O notation; this re ects space complexity. This in turn gives a lower bound on time complexity. This underestimates time complexity because for each term n additional time is required for performing the n multiplications within each term. The time cost n depends on the nature of the matrix elements.
Usually, n is n or greater, and often much greater, as for example when the matrix entries are polynomials.
The last column re ects the currently known time complexities of the numeric and decision problems cited in the third column. The Time Complexity upper bounds shown in the last column are roughly aligned with the Space/Time complexities shown in the rst column.
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Facts about Permanents
Here we treat permanents (and determinants) from the point of view of permutations.
De nition 1 The permanent of a square matrix A is given by per(A) = X a 1;p 1 a 2;p 2 a n;pn :
(1)
In each term, p 1 ; p 2 ; . . . ; p n is a permutation of 1; 2; . . . ; n. The sum is taken over all permutations.
In each term the factor is taken to be 1.
The de nition of the determinant of a square matrix A is the same as that of the permanent except the factor in each term is +1 if p is an even permutation, and ?1 if it is odd.
Matrices with a xed pattern of zero entries occur very frequently in applications. These zeros can greatly reduce the number of terms. For example, one 3 3 matrix having two zero entries has per 0 B @ a 1;1 0 a 1;3 0 a 2;2 a 2;3 a 3;1 a 3;2 a 3;3 1 C A = a 1;1 a 2;2 a 3;3 + a 1;1 a 2;3 a 3;2 + a 1;3 a 2;2 a 3;1 :
(2) Our objective in nding the expansion of a permanent (or determinant) is to obtain the set of the permutations that correspond to the nonzero terms. In this case, the set is f1; 2; 3g ; f1; 3; 2g ; f3; 2; 1g :
A di erent pattern having two zeros, but in di erent locations, happens to give fewer terms, per 0 B @ a 1;1 0 a 1;3 a 2;1 a 2;2 a 2;3 a 3;1 0 a 3;3 1 C A = a 1;1 a 2;2 a 3;3 + a 1;3 a 2;2 a 3;1 :
Here the desired set permutations is f1; 2; 3g ; f3; 2; 1g : The solution of ESD0, given a pattern of zeros, is a set of permutations, as in Eqs 3, and 5. Fact 1 tells us that to merely nd the size of this set is equivalent to the evaluation of an 0-1 permanent. This evaluation is known GJ79] to be an intractable problem.
Fact 2 The problem P0-1, computing the permanent of an n n matrix of zeros and ones, is in the complexity class #P-Complete. The problems in the class #P-Complete can be thought of as decision problems (often from the complexity class NP-Complete) with the additional requirement of determining not just the existence of solutions, but determining the exact number of solutions. For the full details, see GJ79].
We know NW75] an algorithm for P0-1. Fact 3 A 0-1 permanent of size n n can be computed with O(n 2 n ) arithmetic operations.
DNA Realizations of 0-1 Permanent Evaluation
In the rst subsection, we give a very simple algorithm for evaluating or approximating a 0-1 permanent. This algorithm assumes a cheap, readily available, universal mixture of DNA representations of permutations. In the second subsection, we give an algorithm for the construction of such a mixture. This needs to be make only once, because multiple copies are easily produced using polymerase chain reactions (PCR). The main virtue of our algorithm is that it always involves only the same small number of laboratory steps involving only mass-produced materials. This is the case regardless of the value of the permanent and regardless of the size of the matrix (up to the limit of the universal mixture of permutations).
Recall that the value of an n n permanent having zeros and ones for elements is an integer between 0 and n!. The most interesting cases are when the value of the permanent is not small. This is because it is known Val79] from rather general considerations that if the value of the permanent is t, then it is possible to nd the value in time proportional to a polynomial in t|which could be an e cient method for conventional computers when t is small. There is also an easy test for t = 0 using a O(n 5=2 ) algorithm HK73].
The main disadvantage of our algorithm is that it is impractical for matrices larger than about 20 20. This is simply because the universal mixture would have to contain all 20! 10 18 permutations of length 20. This would require roughly a liter of DNA solution. A 21 21 matrix would need 21 times as much solution, and so forth. Now, Fact 3 tells us a 20 20 permanent can be computed in about 20 2 20 2 10 7 arithmetic operations on positive integers no larger than 20! 2 10 18 . This means that a 20 20 DNA computation of P0-1 is not large enough to be competitive with conventional computation. However, ESD0 of this size begins to be large enough to be interesting, because its complexity has an exascale size worst-case lower bound of 20! 2 10 18 . In Section 5 we point out directions toward doing ESD0 of this size and larger.
5 Toward Solving ESD0: The Full Expansion Much more information is available from the above algorithm. The result of the rst three steps in the body is a mixture of all permutations corresponding to nonzero terms in the expansion of the permanent (or determinant) of the matrix with the given zero pattern. From these permutations, the full expansion is determined (taking into account the parity of the permutations in the case of the determinant). For a simple example, we see that from Eq 3 we can recover the right hand side of Eq 2.
Presumably, a symbolic expansion with a billion or more terms will not be comprehensible without further processing. Ideally this would be done by another DNA algorithm that accepts input in the form of the output produced by our algorithm. Otherwise, step 4 has to become \Output: Decode the remaining permutations." This is likely to be a formidable job.
A companion paper LSW + ] gives a readout algorithm. Also, algorithms for ESD0 are given there that are restricted only by the size of the output, not by the size of the input matrix. However, since these algorithms can not use a standard mixture of permutations, they must construct the nonzero terms anew for every input zero pattern.
